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INTEGRATING STUDENT FOLLOW-UP INTO THE
_INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING PROCESS

A Case Study

by

John A. Bers
Planning Officer

University of Alabama in Birmintha4

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

kconsiderable amount has been published recently on recommended

approaches to conducting student follov-up studies in colleges and universities.

But with t%is new concept only beginning to take hold around the country,

relatively little consideration has been given to.actual institutional ex-

perience with student follow-up, to the problems and concerns which surface

at the institution, and to its impact en institutional planning and management.

This study is one of the first to deal with these issues in some detail.

Survey instruments, data formats, and analytical reports developed during the

project are appended for researchers wishing to spray this approach in their

own institutions.

The method used is the case study approach, specifically the case of

Gadsden State Junior College in Alabama, where the authcr put Lnto operation

a student follow-up system while serving as Director of the Office of Planning

and Research (OPR) from April 1975 to July 1979: Limited as it is to a single

institution, the case study can always be challenged with respect to the

generalizability of that institution's experience to other settings. But in

another sense, the case study focuses on where "the rubber mets the road,

where theory I:: put into practice. It is anly through the careful documenta-

tion and analysis of the prociss in operation that the theory will he tested

-1-



and perhaps improved. If enougt such cases'ire thoroughly documented,

scholars may begin to make valid generalizations that do have useful application

across a range of settings.



3ACKGROUNb

Longitudinal follow-up Studies of students':educational and career

progress have been a part of the community college movement almost from its

/
start, perhaps for the simple reason that the educational and career paths.

of those enrolling in community colleges are so nontraditional. 'Indeed,

the raison d kre of the community college is its capacity to serve the

sthdent for whom more traditiOnal educational/career pathways are unfeasible.

Regarding themSelves as more "market-oriented" than either public schools or

four-year colleges and universities, comMunity colleges have viewed student

follow-up urveys as a key mzrketing tool - a way to obtain feedback both

from their clients, the students themselves and from the "receiliing"

institutions--transfer institutions and:the workplace--to help them assess .

their performance, improve their programs, counsel their current students and

perhaps, attract more students.

A recent surge of interest in student follow-up on community college

campuses was prompted by the well-known reduction in the collev-age student

i-
pooband in the resultant decrease in enrollment-driven state appropriation..

ks student enrollments have peaked and as institutions have struggled to hdld

on to those they have, follow-up surveys have come to be,seen as valuable

tools for learning the causes of student ettrition and finding ways to -Improve

retention.

A recent federal statute, Education Amendments of 1976, has made

student follow-up the law of the land. This act requires postsecondary

institutions offering occupational programs to begin tracking the tareer and

educational progress of their occupational students, effective July, 1979.

The results must be summarized and ',,:eorted to the federal government and

to the states to help them evaluate the institutions' performance it serving

the needs of career education students.(1)



The student lollow.up project at;Gadsden State was,undertaken to'satisfy

the requirements of anotN.r.federal program in which the College was taking part,

the Developing Institutions program.(2) Institutions receiving grant funds

through this program are required to develop i planning wagement, and

evaluation system by which, "...the inscitutional mission is logically

translated into specific objectives (planning) policy and operating

decisions are aimed at achieving the stated objectives (management); per-

formance is weighed against the intendea outComes in the plans (evaluation);

and the resultant information is fed back to the planning and management

functions...".(3) Studentliflollow-up at Gadsden State was not an isolated

institutional research project, but rather an element in the develoiment of

Gadsden States planning, management, and evaluation system.

Tortunately for Gadsden State and other institutions, the combined

pressures of federal and state legislation and the press of declining enroll-

ments have been met by considerable effort at the institutional, state, and

national levels to develop student follow-up technology. The best known

contributor has been the National Center for Higher Education Management

Systems (NCHEMS), which over the decade 1970-79 developed guiding principles

of student outcomes assessment, surveys, and supporting software. NCH&

most recent synthesis of its outcomes assessment work, published in collabora-

tion with the College Board, is a 1979 handbook, Student-Outcomes question-

naires: An Implementation Handbook.(4)

The most ambitious state-ievel effort surely must be the Texas Student

Information System (TEXSISY, created by act of the Texas Legislature and

develoVed by a consortium of state community colleges under the leadership

of D. Jim F. Reed, then of Tarrant County (TX) Junior College. The TEX-SIS

project took NCHEMS' earlier work a major step further by developing,

testing, and implementing on a statewide basis a series of follow-up questionnaires
J
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for edtering students, graduates, employers, early ipavers, and cOntinuing

education'students.(5)

Individual oommunity colleges have further developed the concepts

and practices of student follow-up. Mercer County (NJ) Community College,

as an example, pioneered the development of a longitudinal student information
.44C

system which combines student outcomre data with institutional files. The

college cpn access this information system to monitor 44ad analyze enrollment;

,persistence, and performance trends.(6)

As a logical outgrowth of recent developments, NCUEMS and the College

Board recently announced the creation of a Student-Outcomes Information

Service, which supplies the researcher with detailed procedures, questionnaireS,

a questionnaire analysis service, and compasrative student-outcomes data.(4)

The individual institution may be finding itself caught in the cogs

between the governing and funding agencies demanding student follow-up data

on the one hand and the emergence of highly automated, standardized, prepackaged

student follow-up technology on the other. Is there still opportunity for

the institution to tailor student follow-up methodology to meet its individual

planning needs, or is student follow-up doomed to follow in the footsteps of

other well-intentioned,data cotion activities into a mindless, purposeless,

paper-pushing exercise? Perhaps some light will be shed on this question in

the discussion of Gadsden State's approach to student follow,-up that follows.
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METHODOLOGY

It was mentioned earlier that the statent follow-up project at

Gadsd4h State was an integral part of an institutional planning process
#

. -

that had been launched earlier: (Reader interested' in further background

on this,planning prows are advised to consult references 7 and 8.) AeCord-

tngly, decisions about questionnaire design, sampling, and the Analysis and

reporting of results were guided for,the most part by the requirements.of

the planning process. Inthis respect-the project was distinctive to Gadsden

State. But in carrying out the follow-up the author borrowed freely from the

published materials discliased in the pteceding section, in particular troM the

1977 field review edition(9) of the NCHEMS handbook(4) the latest edition

available at the time. Thus, in-many respects Gadsden Stale's follow-up

project resembled those conducted by other institutions. The discussion

of methodology below will concentrate on the aulicatiOn of published approaches

to Gadsden State, citing the "relevant sourcts where appropriate rathir than

P
reciting their content. Gadsden State's approach consisted of the following

six phases: (1) development of goals and associated performance indicators,

(2) survey design, (3) selection of sample, (4) survey administration, (5)

data analysis, and (6) reporting of results. As the diseussion proceeds,
.4;

reference is made to the documeilis under discussion, which'are contained in

the appendic'es.

Phase 1: Development of Goals and Asociated PerformanceL.Indicators.

This phase was carried out early in the planning process under theviuspices

of ihe College's Committee on 4,nstitutional Planning (CIP), a broadly represen-

tative group which provides guidance and ovetsight Ito the planning process.

Goals were established at the institutional level, at the level of the four

deans, and at the divisional level (including both academic diliisions and

supportive service units). Institutional goals are listed in Appendix 1.

9
4.



The process ufted to arrive at the goals, a broad-based delphi approach, is

described in a previous report. (7)

To recast eaCh gOal in specific and measurable terms, the College

selected several porformance indicators and assigned desired attainment levels

to them. The performance indicators for the institutional goals are shown in
1

Appendix 2, with the planned attainment levels displayed in Appendix 3. Many

of these performance indicators were drawn from NCHEMS' Outcomes Measure

and Procedures Manual(10). Deans, division chairpersons and other administrators

then developed performance indicators for their areas, in many cases by simply

disaggregating the institutional performance indicators to the appropriate

level. Using several performance indicators for each goal served the two
40

purposes of capturing more dimensions of the goal and providing concurrent

sources of confirmation for goal attainment.

Selecting performance indicators that could

1
e measured,with student

follow-up questionnaires was easiest in career programs (business, health

occupations, and vocational-technical programs), where a clearly identifiable

group of students pursues a predetermined curriculum leading to a degree or

certificate, perhaps a license examination, and a job in the same fietd. On

the other hand, core disciplines and transfer program enrolled students having

different majors or who were undecided. To confuse matters further, additional

students would appear each quarter, and many wouldn't even complete the

quarter. The career-directed continuity of effort and the predetermined

sequence of activities of the career students, which lends itself so easily

to follow-tp technology, simply didn't make sense for many transfer or un-

dftcided students. For this larger block of students, the CIP decided to use

the course, rather than the program, as the unit of analysis and the mastery

of course objectives as the measure,of success.(See Indicators 1.02-1.03 of

Appendix 2) (Development of course objectives was the concern of another

iii



activity of the Title III grant.)

The Contest found the state-of-the-art of performance measurement even

less developed in the nonicadamic units--student services business affairs,

community services, libraries, auxiliary servicest plant operation, etc.

But follow-up technologi did lend itself readily to assessing student use of

and satisfaction with some of these Services (see 4, _dix 5, questions 16--

68).

Phase 2: Survey Design.

Performance data that cculd be obtained through student follow-up could

be most conveniently collected at three points in the student's education-

career path: at the time he completes his studies; about a year later, when

he is at work or school in the next stage of his career; and somewhat later,

when his employer has had a chance to evaluate his on-the-i b performance.

Accordingly, three questionnaires were designed: an Exiting Student Quet;tion-

naire (Appendix 5) to assess student satisfaction with his college experience

and to learn his reasons for leaving; a Student Follow-up Questionnaire (Appendix

6) to learn about his educational and career progress since leaving the College;

and an Employer Follow-up Questionnaire (Appendix 7) to obtain the employer's

evaluation of how well the College prepared the employee for his job.

The three questionnaires were designed, tested, and brought on-stream

over a three-year period, which made it possible to do a complete follow-up

on the same cohort of exiting students. The three-year period also allowed

ample time for revising the questionnaires and refining the survey administra-

tion procedures. The three-year lead time could be cut if an institution

finds that one of the prepackaged questionnaires meets its needs with little

or no modification. For example, when the field review versions of the NCHEMS

questionnaires(9) became available, the Collegs adopted most of their format,

but little of their content in the Exiting Student Questionnaire and both
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format and a considerable proportion of content for the-Student Follow-up

Questionnaire. The TEX-SIS employer follow-up surveyj5) was found to be

so well thought out that the College 'could adopt it virtually unchanged.

The Exiting Student Questionnaire and Ste3ent Follow-up Nestionnaire

were revised several times over the,three years in response,to testing and

feedback from students and faculty. 'The greatest emphasis was placed on

shortening the questionnaire, simplifyiag the language of ;directions an&

questicns, and improving the appearance and layout-of the forms. To facilitate

keypunching of responses, queations and resp6nse ch6i,ces were coded in colla-

'oration with the Comr.uter Center.,

Special pains were taken in the printing of the questionnaire: A local,

printing company was contracted to prepare a "Velox" high-resolution photo-

grakic master for about four hundred dollars. A seventy-pound book grade

paper in three pastel colors was selected for copying the questionnaires on

the College's Xerox 9200 photocopier. Appendices 5-7 are actual copies of

the questionnaires duplicated at the College. The high resolution on the

master was found necessary to ensure legibility of the small print on 'the
b'

photocopies.

Phase 3: Selection of Sample.

A cohort population of student respondents for the Exiting Student Question-

naire was operationally defined as all students formally enrolled in a degree

program who do not intend to re-enroll the following quarter. For the Student

Follow-up Questionnaire, a cohort was operationally defined as any student who

hal been enrolled for any quarter in the previous academic year and who had

not enrolled for the current Fall Quarter. These definitions included all

students irrespective of reason for leaving, academic status, date initially

admitted, or credit hours attempted or awarded. Beause a number of students

at Gadsden State stop in and out of the College more than once, there were

1

a
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instance in '..-.7hich the same student received the student questionnaires

more than once, but this phenomenon was not judied to be of significant

statistical merit.

For the first round of the Employer Follow-up Survey the employer

population was defined as the persons listed as immediate supervisors by

respondents to the Student Follow-up Questionnaire (Question 25) irrespec-

tive of whether the :student had completed his program 7ior co employment;

whether the student considered his job to be related to his major field of

study; or whether he got the job before, during, or after his studies at.

Gads.den State.

For all three questionnaires the writer decided to survey the entire

population of each cohort, rather than.a sample, at least for the first

cohort of exiters. Both in defining the respondent populations and'in the

decision to survey the entire population rather than sampling the writer

was choosing a "shotgun" approach that would maximize the absolute number

of responses rather than a more targeted approach. This decision was made

for three reasons. First response rates to test administrations of the

Exiting Student Questionnaire indicated that the total response in a live

run would have been insufficient for making valid inferences to the population.

Second, since ehe College did not have a record c students'current major

field of study, there would have been no way to ensure that every major field

would be sufficiently represented in any random sample. Analysis of the

results by major field was essential to the assessment of the performance of

individual academic programs. Third, sampling would have reduced the

opportunity, due to diminished cell sizes,to analyze responses according to

student characteristics.

Phase 4f Survey Administration.

This phase consistad ofthe actual distribution, collection, logging, and

_1 R
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coding of the-questionnaires. The Exiting Student Questionnaire was

administered by the faculty during the first fifteen minutes of each claSs

on a predetermined day about two weeks before term finals for each term during

the 1977-78 academic year.

The'following November, Student Follow-up Questionnaires were mailed to

the permanent addresses of the 1977-78 'exiters. The mailing was-timed to

arrive over the ThankSgiving holidays when, it was Tresumed,many of the

former students who had moved out-of-town for work or school would be at the

permanent mailing address listed in the College's student file. The Employer

Follow-up Questionnaire was mailed the fo11o4ing spring.

Mailing procedures followed those recormended by NCHEMS.(9) Mailing

labels printed by the Computer Ceuter from student files were fastened to a

space provided on the questionnaires themselyes. The questionnaires were

mailed in prepri: Amber Ten window envelopes (Appendix 8). The mailing

label on the questionnaire made it unnecessary to use a second label on the

envelope, shortened the questionnaire itself (Since the College knaw students'

names and addresses, there was not reason to ask for them.), and made it

easier for the planning office secretary to positively identify respondents

during the logging in of returned questionnaires. The postage option chosen

was bulk rate (2-.7c each) combined with "Return Postage Guaranteed" so that

questionnaires mailed to out-of-date addresses were returned at an additional

cost'of 15c each. These questionnaires were then remailed first class (15C

each) so that the post office would forward them to the students' new address.

This way, the vast majority of respondents werereached by the much cheaper

bulk rate. Accompanying the Student and Employer Follow-up Questionnaires

were a cover letter (Appendix 9) and a Number Nine self-addressed business

reply envelope (Appendix 10).

As completed questionnaires were returned, the planning office secretary

! 4
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logged them in on a response log printed by the Computer Center (Appendix 11).

About two weeks after the first mailing, reminder post cards (Appendix 12)

were sent to nonrespondents shown on the responSe log. Two weeks after that,

a second questionnaire, return envelope, and cover letter (Appendix 13) were

sent to the remaining nonrespondents. A thank-you note was sent to employer

respondents shortly after ehe last follow-up letter (Appendix 14).

The two follow-up mailings were well worth the effort increasing total

response rate by a ve-.! y substantial margin. The response rate to the single

administration of the Exiting Student Questionnaire, which did not have a

follow-up, was a very disappointing 554 out of 2900 (20%). On the other hand,

the total response for the Student Follow-up Questionnaire, includin* both

follow-up mailings was 11 0 out of 2700 (42%), more than double that of the

Exiting Student Questionnaire, and for the Employer Follow-up Questionnaire,

400 out of 566 (71%) or three and one-half times the response to the Exiting

Student Questionnaire.

A number of questions, such as major field of study, school attended,

and j b title, permitted open-ended responses. This shortened and simplified

the questionnaires considerably, but it also meant the planning office had

to code the responses. The office used the REGIS discipline codes for coding

student majors(11), the Higher Education Directory's F10E Code for coding

transfer college attended(12), and the first three digits of the job codes in

the Dictionary of Occupational Titles for coding job titles.(13) The job

definition section occupying the back half of the Dictionary of Occupational

Titles proved indispensable in determining the best three-dig-t code for even

the most unusual jobs. The few other codes needed were developed locally

Appendix 15).

Phase 5: Data Analysis

The form ehe data analysis took was dictated primarily by the institutional,
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academic, and admdnistrative performance indicators (Appendices 2 and 3).

But furnishing the data as defined by.the performance indicators was considered

only a point of departure. The important questions oft which the follow-up

surveys could help shed light concerned the reasons why the performance results

turned out as they did, and what steps could be taken to improve performance

further. For example, which groups of students were "succeeding" at Gadsden

State in terms of program completion, grades, satisfaction with the College,

and future academic and occupational success? Is a student's success or failure

related in any statistically significant way tohis age, race, or sex, major

field of study, credit hours attempted, or educational goals? What attributes

characterize the noncompleter? Are off-campus or evening students as succeFs-

ful or as satisfied with the College as main campus day students?

A less exciting question that nonetheless had to be considered if the

results were to be credible was the extent of response bias: to what extent

were inferences from the survey respondents to the entire cohort population

biased by the "unrepresentativeness" of the respondents themselves? To test

for representativeness of the respondents, the Office intended to run statistical

comparisons of respondents and nonrespondents on demographic and educational

characteristics available in the College's student master file: age, sex,

race permanent address (as indicated by zip code) veteran status, credit

hours attempted, and cumulative grade point average. Should the two groups

differ significantly on any of these characteristics, the Office could apply

weighting factors to correct for any over- or under-representativeness in the

respondent group.(14)

The method of attack was to develop a longitudinal student data base which

would merge the survey data with data then in the Computer Center's student

file. The data base was defined and data processing requirements were described

in a memo to the Computer Center Director (Appendix 16).
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Having gone this far to design, administer, and code the sarveys

and to,define output requirements, the writer was inclined to believe that

it was now a straightforward data processing problem for the Computer Center.

It was at this point, however, where many of the serious logistical and

technical difficulties arose.

The student file in Gadsden State's Computer Center is rather typical

for community colleges. It evolved over a period of years as specific

,applications, such as registration and grade reporting, were automatec in

whole or part. The resulting file system, though reasonably effective in

serving the intended applications, is poorly equipped to meet the demands of

planners and managers for the synthesis, display, and analysis of data.

As an example of this problem, the science division chairman wanted to correlate

the science majors' performance in science at Gadsden State with performance

in science at their transfer institutions. But because individual course

grades were in a separate file from the student master and because program-

ming time for special applications was scarce, questions of this sort were

not pursued.

Another set of problems arose from the punch card technology around

which the Computer Center was organized. A. decision had been made years

earlier when the computer was acquired to accommodate all student records on

a single 96-column card. Ps administrative data requirements increased, the

student record quickly expanded to the 96 available columns. To add more fields

would have required a second card for each of the tens of thousands of students

enrolling over the years. Rather than expanding record length, the Computer

Center created separate files for other applications as they arose, or

removed "nonessential" fields from the original record. Two such nonessential

fields--student major and first quarter enrolled--were indeed essential for

analyzing follow-up data by cohorts of entering classmates in a program.
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These two items had to be elicited on the questionnaires themselves, relying

on the some'-imes faulty memory of the student respondents.

A third limitation on the Computer Center, the law capacity of its disks,

meant that only those records for students enrolled in the current quarter could

be maintained on-line at any time. Inactive student records were stored on

cards off-line and could not be merged with active records without special

programming. In the Computer Center's application-oriented environment,

in which only active records required processing, this limitation rarely

presented a problem. But, for example, when the Office of Planning and Research

requested a list of studants who had exited the previous academic year for

the Student Follow-up Questionnaire, the names were almost irretrievable.

Finally, the computer's main memory had nowhere near the capacity to

support large-scale statistical programs, such as SPSS, which could produce

summary statistics and tables--frequency distributions, cross-tabulations, means,

standard deviations, and various measures of association.

To circumvent these limitations, the Office of Planning and Research

and the Computer Center tried something that is often urged upon community

colleges with limited computing capacity: put the data on tape and hand-carry

it to a nearby university with sufficient in-house hardware, software, and

programming expertise. This apptoach, however, created its own set of problems.

Because the College's and the university's computers had incompatible data

input and output devices (although both were IBM products), third and fourth

party installations had to be found to convert the data from one format to

the other, creating months of delays. And once the conversion was completed,

it was discovered that student master data for nenrespondents (necesSarylor

the nonresponse bias analysis) had not been included in the conversion. Rather

than delay several more months and inconvenience a lot of parties whose good

will was essential, the writer decided to skip the response bias analysis and
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carry it out on the following year's survey. Several months later, one of

the outside parties changed hardware and could.no longer participate in the

data conversion, leaving the College high and dry for the future.

Even after the data were "up"'on the university's installation, the College's

problems were hardly at an end. The programmer assigned by the Computer Center

to process the data At the University site was unfamiliar with the statistical

analysis packageJSPSS) to be used. He had to make aeveral all-day trips to

he'university before even the frequency distributions were in proper form.

If the results were to be distributed in anything approaching timely fashion,

the writer decided to settle for the frequency distributions and cross-

tabulations only, leaving off means, standard deviations, and other output

originally requested (Appendix 16). Samples of the output, including a

frequency distribution and across-tabulation, are displayed in Appendices 17

and 18, respectively.

One incident occurred in the survey analysis that seemed trivial was

blown far out of proportion, nearly abort ng the follow-up project permanently.

One respondent to the Student Follow-up Questionnaire reported his immediate

supervisor's name as "Dummy" Cooper. The name was faithfully keypunched and

printed on the address label of the Employer Follow-up Questionnaire sent to

Mr. Cooper. This gentlemen wrote a furious letter to the president of the

College, and after both written and verbal apologies were offered the incident

was considered closed and forgotten. Several months later the writer decided

to send a courtesy copy of the highlights of the follow-up results to employers

who had responded. Surely enough, the mailing label on Mr. Cooper's copy_still

read "D yil
This time Mr. Cooper called the president-, but this one had just

taken office a few days ea lier following his predecessor's retireuent. The

very first contact the Writer had with the new president was for the purpose

of receiving a firm reprimand about-the need for good will from the public.
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The president nearly decided On the spot to discontinue the entire project.

000Needless to say, following that unfortunate incident, ehe writer p ,nally

checked every word written on every questionnaire before it was i nt to the

Computer Center.

Once the raw summary data were back in the Office of Planning and Research,

the remaining analysis went muchmore smoothly. Pn important component of the

ili

data analysis that was handled entirely by the Office was the analysis of the

comments and suggestions elicited at the end of the questionnaires.. Perhaps

as many as a fourth of the student and employee respondents wrote comment

of which the overwhelming majority were pertinent and constructive. The

comments were sorted by the respondent's major field of study and recorded

with a minimum of editing for understandability. A'sample of comments from

business administration majors is displayed in Appendix 19. Although the

comments did not add a,lot of new information, they lent a certain depth to

the results--a sense of what was really going on out there--that just hadn't

come through in the numbers.

The comments also contributed in an important, if undefinable way to the

final narrative report (Appendix 20). The two-part report, consisting of

highlights, detailed analysis of.the data, and policy implications for the

College, is self-explanatory. One finding does deserve comment: the great

number of students whose programs and career paths differ from the traditional

transfer and career pathways predetermined by the College (see Appendix 20,

pp. 1-2, 5-7). This was a genuinely unexpected finding; to the best of the-

writer/a knoWledge, nobody at the College from the president on down knew

just how different the student bbdy was from the College's expectations. This

discovery suggested the need for some fundamental rethinking of the College's

"delivery system," as discussed in the policy implication's section of the

report (Appendix 20, pp. 12-13).
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Phase 5: Reporting of Results.

The results of the follow-up project were reported to the college

community in several forms. Actual attainment level:a on the goals were

reported in the form .of a status report (planned vs. actual). The report

on achievement of institutional goals (Appendix 21) was distributed to all

administrators and division chairpersons participiting in the planning process.

A similar report was prepared for each individual administrator relative to his

own attainment levels.

As a back-up, each administrator was furnished a copy of the frequency

distributions and cross-tabulations of responses to the three questionnairet,

by students in his or her program. This data allowed him to analyze the whole

gamut of responses by his students and their employers, not just those that

related to his performance indicators. An annotated sample page of the out-

_

puts (Appendices 17 and 18 ) WaS sent along to -help administrators to-interpret

the results.

In addition to the quantitative data, each administrator was sent a

summary of the comnents by his students and employees (Appendix 19) and a copy

of the complete narrative report (Appendix 20).

A courtesy copy of the complete report was sent to all faculty members,

both for the insights it might provide and as a gesture of appreciation for

their cooperation (cover letter in Appendix 2..1). A courtesy copy of the

highlights section of the narrative report was sent to all student respondents

who had requested it (Exiting Student Questionnaire item 74) (cover letter in

Appendix 22.2) and to all employer respondents (cover letter in Appendix 22.3).

A copy of the highlights was also distributed to the local news media.
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Interim Results

The impact of the student follow-up project on planniug.and decision-

makinglat the C011ege can be reported only on an interim basis. At the time

the final narrative report was issued, a new president had just been appointed

and was getting oriented, putting the student follow-up project on a "back

burner". A few months later the writer left the College for another position.

Thus, only the earliest results are available.

As of July; 1979, the survey results had not been incorporated in a visible

way into the life of the College. They were not used, for example, in.appraising

administrators' performance or for guiding resource allocation decisions.'The

President's Administrative Council never rook up the survey results on its

agenda. Other, more immediate operational matters and crises consumed their

attention. But the Committee on Institutional Planning, an advisory committee

which is specifically concerned with longer range issues, did consider the

results. A taSkforce of the Committee reviewed the findings and recommended an

update to the Col ege's routine performance objectives (see Appendix-3).

The Committee also revised the innovative and problem-solving objectives

(an earlier version is shown in Apnendix 4).

At the divisional and program level, where presumably more direct actions

could be taken, the level offollow-through on performance results has been

variable. Where there,is commitment to the College's planning process, where

it is valued as a vehicle for program development and improvement; the results

have been used. In quarters where the planning process is regarded as a

burden or a threat, no amount of persuasion, assistance., or direction from

above has made any difference.

One early benefit for institutional planning and decision-making was

unexpected. In the early ninetden seventies the College's Computer Center

was able to perform soMe minor miracles of administrative data processing with
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a tiny computer and a shoe-string budget. As, the College griw and administrative

data processing demands multipliedthe Computer Center's limited capabilities

were quickly reached and exceeded, and the Computer Center came to be regarded

as more of a constraint than an aid to administrative operations. The data

processing difficulties encountered in conducting the-student follow-up analysis

provided just the ratiae poecied for a major uligrade in the_College's computing-

capabilities. By redirecting its federal Title III funds and institutional
-

matching.funds, the College was able to acquire the equipment needed to link

the Computer Center directly to the nearby university computer that had been

used for processing the surveys. Included in the upgrade were both a remote

batch entry station and,videO display statIons for on-line access to the

university installation by all major administrative offices. It is hoped that
i

this arrangement will eventually solve not only the:data processing problems

arising from the follow-up survey but a host of other administrative data

processing problems as well.
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Discussion

Of the many issues and problems that were raised by the student follow-

up project at Gadsden State, fol.': major ones stand out: low response rate;

inapproPriateness of follow-up technology to a large proportion of community

college students; faculty and administrative resistance to student follow-up;

ard the impact of student follow-up on institutional planning and decision-

making.

Low fesponse rate:

Response to the Employer Follow-up Questionnaire was a respectable 71%,

but response to the Student Follov-up Questionnaire was a barely acceptable

4%, and to the Exiting Student Questionnaire, a disappointing 20% despite follow-

up mailings and make-up administrations. Response rates of twenty and forty

percent can undo whatever credibility the surveys may have, and they certainly

contribute to the project's lack of impact on institutional planning.

Part of this low response rate can be attributed to logistical difficulties

which are presumably soluble. The attempt to survey exiting students in class

is now recognized as a mistake. It missed students who had dropped gut earlier

in the quarter (certainly a group one would want to include in the survey) or who

were absent for both the original and make-up administrations. It erroneously

included students who changed their minds and decided to register the following

quarter. In addition, many faculty members resented the administrative intrusion

on instructional time. This resentment was not confined to this partiular project:

it extended to passing out delinquent library book notices, unpaid parking fine

notices, and counseling and retention materials for the Student Services offices.

The argument against all of these chores was that the classroom is a place for

nothing hut teaching and learning. The problem with that argument is that the

community collLge student is often much less "connected" to the institution

than his counterpart at a traditional college or high school; he squeezes in
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classes between' work or military or homemaking responsibilities r.nd doesn't

have time "homeroom" or other extracurricular activ Or times during which

administrative papw2work such as student surveys can be disposed of.

These problems could be haadled simply by mailing the Exiting Student

Questionnaires to the students' home addrass shortly after they exit. As

of the most recent survey administration t-he Office was planning to do this.

But using the mail was found to create its own difficulties apart from the

time and expense involved. One factor reducing response rate by several

percentage points was the large number of undeliverable questionnaires. Part

of the problem here was that the College did not have a fail-saft way to

update its permanent student address fIle, relying upon the student to remember

to report address changes.

Perhaps a more important reason for low response tate, whether the surveys

were administered in person or through the mails, is the lack of any incentive

for the students to fill out the questionnaires. This contrasts with significant

personal conSequences for the student who fails to fill out an application for

admission or financial aid. The various institutional ofhces that help with

survey administration (such as the Registrar's Office) also lack any real

incentive to maximize participation in the follow-up surveys. No state finance

department auditors will be descending on personnel who don't get adequate

participation, nor will any state education department personnel be scrutinizing

follow-up surveys as they do student credit hour production reports. And so

even when administrative offices are fully supportive of the follow-up project,

the questionnaires have to take second seat.

What it boils down to is that the follbw-up surveys are not part of the

institution's individual transactional system as are applications for admission

or financial aid, grade reports, transcripts, payroll reports, purchase

requisitions, etc. An alternative that needs to be explored more deeply is

9
-..)
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how to tap into various transactioaal data files without violating individual

privacy. A good example is the Junior College Transfer Student Information System

developed at Auburn University, one of the major transfer institutions for

Cadsden State students.(15) This system reports cumulat4.ve Auburn gra.ts of

transfer students back to the junior colleges annually at almost no cost

and virtually 100% "response rate."

Inappropriateness of student follow-up to many community college students:

The student follow-up surveys developed at Gadsden State were predicated

on the assumption that students pursue a reasonably predictable educational

path that inclu:.,.s the selection of a majo a year or two of formal educatitn,

completion of a program of stutes, and fairly rapid entry either into a

transfer institution with junior standing or into a job in,Oeir major field.

It took the follow-up surveys themselves to explode that myth. To quote from-

the final narrative report itself, students

...use Gadsden State as an educational-resource on an intermittent
basis to advance their long-range career or personal development as
the constraints of job, family, funds, and other commitments permit--
while only 10% formally graduate with an associate's degree (fairly
typical of the nation), over half (54%) of those who have exited plan

to return to the College in a future quarter." (Appendix 20, pp. 1-2)

Thus, for a majority of Gadsden State's students a conventional follow-

up approach is inappropriate. The survey showed that a substantial minority

pursues a traditional education path, but the College has no clear, unambiguous

way of distinguishing them from those who enroll in a couple of co-urses fo

personal or occupational improvement, nor would it be consistent with institutional

policy to attempt to draw such distinctions.

The inappropriateness of the follow-up approach to such large numbers of

students may help to account for the poor response rates. It could be that

response rate was much higher among "traditional" students than for others but

this is difficult to verify. As of the most recent round of surveys the Office
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of Planning and Research had decided to narrow its very broad definition of

exiting students and former students to those who either had completed a

program or were awarded at least some minimum number of credit hours. At least'

this would exclude the students who had enrolled in just one or two courses.

The depression in response rate is not the only problem arising from 4le

inappropriateness of the questionnaires to many students. For the nontraditional

student who does respond to the surveys, a number of questons are raised about

proper interpretation of the survey results. Suppose a former student repotts

41/P
that he has a job in his major field. Shouldn't a different interpretation be

attached to this result if he had been working .1.1% that same job before enrolling

at Gadsden State than if he had obtained the job after leaving the College?

Gadsden State certainly has no right to claim credit for preparing him to get

the job in the first place.

As suggested in the final narrative report, the College should consider

alternative, more flexible ways of tracking student progress. Gadsden State

does deserve credit for serving the student who needs only one or two courses

to advance his job skills or personal development. Successfulcourse completion

may ultimatelY become the most valid measure of performance for many students

and many departments in what has become a highly modularized, individualized

educational institution in spite of itself.

Faculty and administrative resistance to student follow-up:

One would be less than totally candid to pass over this phenomenon li htly.

Resistance to the follow-up project did surface both among faculty members and

administrators, although in different guises. Faculty opposition to the use of

class time to administer surveys cannot be attributed to academic scruples alone.

The writer heard reports from students of some faculty members disparaging

the surveys or discouraging them from completing them. In a number of conversa-

tions It became obvious that some faculty members feared the results might
9.)
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somehow be used against them individually. Although it would be impossible

to disaggregate the survey results below the discipline level, some disciplines

were taught by only one or two faculty members, so that in theory the results

could be used in individual faculty evaluations.

Resistance among administrators took a slightly different form.

Administrators are particularly accustomed to espousing the community college

"religion"

community,

a strong client orientation, flexibility, accountability to the

etc. But for many of them the assessment of institutional performance

based on student satisfaction and success is a genuinely new concept. Most of

them come from public school administrative positions, where the concept is

perhaps as alien as in any type of organization. Because of their personal

identification with the College, it is not really possible for many of them

to dissociate the disembodied concept of "institutional" performance from their

own personal performance. For a small, but sometimes critical mdnority of

administrators, feedback that could have negative implications for the College

or for them is not welcome. Planning, as a process involving effort, decision-

making, prioritizing, and evaluating, tended at Gadsden State to enjoy varying

levels of commitment to begin with, and any component, such as student follow-

up. that made the process more threatening was likely to weaken commitment to

planning still further.

Impact of student follow-up on institutional planning and decision-making:

Clearly, the degree of resistance to student follow-up from faculty and,

particularly, administrators plays an influential role on the extent to which

theSe individuals use the survey results in institutional planning and decision-

making. As the Interim Results section implied, life at the College goes on

as before. When administrators want an mprovement or a new program, they work

for it, sometimes unceasingly; when they don't perceive something to be a

problem, no survey results have changed their minds. For the fact of the matter
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is there isn't a natural constituency aMong institutional decision-makers

for student follow-up data or other outcomes data as there is for, say,

financial or enrollment data. Even in an institution such as Gadsden State

that has taken every reasonablestep to integrate student outcomes data into

planning and budgeting, the existence of a planning process ehat "consumes"

student outcomes data is not sufficient justification for regarding that data

seriously.

On the other hand, nobody ever claimed that there must be an easily

identifiable connection between feedback on performance and decision-making

about future operations. Performance feedback may ultimately affect planning

and future performance in subtle ways that aren't easily traceable. The lack

of impact at Gadsden State may also be a function of tine. 'When the survey

results were reported, it was a first time through for the College. It may

be that if the follow-up system should become a routine institutional function,

as the novelty wears off, as the response rates are raised, as other logistical

problems are straightened out, and as the staff discovers that the most threaten-

ing implications never materialize, the College may begin gradually to assimilate

student follow-up into its decision processes. Even if the results of student

follow-up do not lead directly to programmatic changes, the very existence of

a continuous and comprehensive student follow-up process, especially if the

law requires that its results be made available to the public, to state funding

authorities, to prospective students, and to prospective employers of program

completers, may ultimately alter deeply and irrovocably the way the institution

functions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The lessons learned from Gadsden State's experience with student follow-

up can best be summarized in the form of a few recommendations to other

institutional researchers who are considering the undertaking of a student

follow-up project.

1. Don't get into student follow-up in the first place unless you have a
clear, distinct mandate from your president and, preferably, strong support
from other key academic administrators. Doing it without their support
could cancel any possible benefits because they can always find a way to
discredit the results. "Political" appointees are particularly threatened
by student followup since it could expose their incompetence.

2. Be on-the-level with faculty members and administrators from the outset
about how the results will be used and, of course, keep your promises.

3. Don't get discouraged. Conducting student follow-up is harder than sone
would imagine,but it can be done and has been done at a lot of institutions.
Although it seems hard to overstate the time and effort of launching the
project, keep in mind that much of this is an unavoidable start-up cost
that will be paid back by several years of returns.

4. Take it easy on yourself--don't try to do it all in one year. Phase it in,

perhaps one questionnaire per year. That is about_all the work you'll want
to take on and probably about all the information your institution can
absorb at one time.

5. Keep the questionnaires short and simple. This means you will have to set

strict priorities on your data needs. The NCHENS survey format was found

to be too long and involved. The TEX-SIS format turned out just about
right.

6. Be wary of the prepackaged student follow-up systems. They may or may

not meet your needs or be right for your students. Discover what your
institutioo's needs are first. Then you'll be in a position to evaluate .

available surveys and approaches.

Don't ask your.faculty to administer the surveys in class. You'll create

a lot of ill will tgward you. Use mail or some other method even if it
takes more time and money.

S. Unless you are one of the lucky few who have a sophisticated data processing
installation with integrated student files and experience in survey research
applications, be prepared for frustration and some long delays even with
the most supportive computer center. A remote data processing site
certainly is not what it's been advertised to be. Whichever approach to
data processing you use, don't assume that it will take care of itself.
And don't expect your institution to invest a lot of money to upgrade your
installation just lor Your follow-up studies.
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9. When analyzing your data, be alert to the unexpected. -Pay particular

attention to respondents' comments. ,The major surprise at Gadsden State
was the vast number of students who were not traditianal college types

and who were using the College's resources in different ways fram those
that were predetermined by the faculty and administration.

10. Don't put all your eggs in this basket. Combine student follow-up with

other performance indicators. Student follow-up is not a strong enough
assessment technique to stand on its own. Take an especially careful
look at data that could be retrieved fram transactional files at "receiving"

institutions such as transfer colleges or companies.

11. Finally, don't expect the follow-up to produce dramatic changes at your
institution. Institutions assimilate new ideas slowly. it will take time
for follow-up to work its way into the College's warp and weave.
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Continuous and complex changes in educational needs, social environment
and the diversity of possible action make it imperative that Gadsden
State focus on clearly defined goals. Within the framework of the
Alabama State Education Department's mandate -- and consistent with our
basic purpose -- Gadsden State's three institutional goals are as follows

To contribute to the educational, cultural, economic, social, and recrea-
tional development of its seven-county service area by:,

1. Offering instruction to each resident of the college's service area,
and to others as the need arises, that will improve his or her academic,
occupational, personal, or interpersonal knowledge and skills.

2. Helping each student to identify his or her personal goals, to develop
plans for achieving these goals, and to carry out these plans with a sens
of purpose, self-worth, and self-confidence.

3. Sponsoring or supporting other activities that promote the edu.Cational
cultural, economic, social, and recreational development of the seven-
county service area.
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ottptAstl

SQ Q91
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These performance indicators will be applied on a regular basis (annually
or quarterly, as appropriate) to assist the President and the administra-
tive staff in determining Gadsden State's progress in achieving its
institutional goals.

INSTITUTIONAL
GOAL 1 --Development of'Academic, Occupational, Personal, Inter-4

personal Knowledge & Skills.

Educational Goal Artainment:

1.01

1.02 -

1.03

1.04

No.1% of exiting students reporting that they achieved the
educational goal(s) they established for themselves.1

No.1% of degree-seeking students 14tho master all competences-
required by their degree program,

No./% of non-degree-seeking students mastering the compe-
tences of at least 80% of the courses they attempted.

No.1% of exiting students who would recommend 'GSJC to a
friend or relative in a similar situation.1

Transfer Performance Indicators:

1.05 No. of exiting students transferring to a senioT institution
degree program within one year of leaving GSJC.*

1.06 -- No./% of transfer students who report no difficulty trans-
ferring credits.4

1.07 No./I of transfer students who report satisfaction with
GSJC prepara.;ion at the end of the first year at the senior
institution.4

1.08 -- No./t of transfer students in good academic-standing (GPA
2.00 or higher) at the end of first term at senior insti-
tution.4

Occupational Performance Indicators:

1.09 -- No./% of exiting students passing certification, or licensing
examination (where applicable) within three attempts.4

1.10 No./i of exiting students:securing a full-time job in major
field within one year of leaving Gadsden State.

1.11 -- No./% of full-time jobholders who report satisfaction with
GSJC preparation after first year on'the job.4
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TW1S 14EPLAgs

/ o, S,

No./% of supervisors of jobholders who report satisfaction
with Gadsden State's preparation of the jobholder aftel- first
year on the job.

No./% of supervisors reporting willingness to employ G§JC
graduates in similar positions if they should open up.

INSTITUTIONAL
GOAL 2 --Individual Personal Development.

2.01 No./% of exiting students who, within two years of attendanc*
at GSJC, are able to identify a set of personal goals, a Long
range career goal, the highest degree they plan to attain,
the field of study of the highe degree, and the year in
which they expect to attain it.1

INSTITUTIONAL
GOAL 3 --Other Community Development Activities.

No. of students, nonstudent residents participating each year
in an activity sponsored by GSJC or located on the college
campus.it 6

Data Sources:

lExiting Student Questionnaire
2Records from Office of Records
3Quarterly Grade Analysis
!Student Follow-up Questionnaire
Employer Follow-up Questionnaire
6Community Services Office, Student Activities Office
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36

ORIGINATOR: President FiLE

4a6/74.DISTRIBUTION: All Planning Book Holders DATE:
*i or LSUBJECT: Innovative & Problem Solving Objectives-- PAGE:

College-wide, 1978-83

3/7I/77-

1 31E.L

1 The Dean of Instruction will increase the present level of retention of students
to program completion by 5% per year for the next 5 years, beginning in the fall,
1977, quarter.

2 The Dean of Students will implement an early registration system on a one-year
trial basis effective July 1, 1977, so that effective the spring, 1978, quarter
at least 80% of the student body will be registered 3 weeks before the beginning
of the quarter.

By Sepzember, 1977, the Dean of Instruction, in coordination with the Dean of
Students, will develop a system of early identification of and assistance to
students who are undecided about their educational objectives so that effective
the fall quarter, 1977, 85% of degree-seeking students will have identified a
major field of study by the end of their first quarter at Gadsden State and 100%
by the end of their second quarter.

The Director of Planning and Research, in coordination with the Career Development
Center, will develop and implement an exiting student follow-up system so that,
effective the fall 4uarter, 1977, follow-up information will be obtained from
75% of all students exiting from degree programs.
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GADSDEN STATE JUNIOR COW

A m.sssg. to the maws Aids* The Exihno"
Student Qusslionnaira -wbich you 84 about 10
complete is given to every student enrdiad at
Gadsden State shanty before the *rid of did Snot
quarter in which he wills is enrolled.Youranewin
will help the faculty and administration of the
College fbid out how well wit are serving our
students and how ws might Improveour services to
future students. Federal law guamntess you
complete confidentiality. The infownation obtained
on this questionnaire will be mood only for
confidentielindividimalcouniednalind Inaum.nary
form for statistical purposes. Afterthe Information is
recorded, all questionnaires will be destroyed.
Thank you for taking the dme to fill out the
questionnaire accurately and completely.

John A. Bets
Director of Planning & Research
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Did Gadsden State help you in nmitehittip lath of the
goals fisted below? (if a statement wets net a goal of
yours, check only the first column.)

On the while,
I feel that 1 achieved this goal.

iitie vow sit to psi ohltios.......11-11
On the while,

I feel I did net achieve this goal.

0 2

33 0 0 09. To complete courses necessary to
transfer to a four-year college.

10. To discover my vocational interest.
11. To prepare for a new career
12. To Improve my knowledge and tech-

nical skills required in my present
job

IS. To increose my chances for a pos-
sible raise and/or possible promo-
tion in my present job

14. To leam skills that will enrich my
personal life

IL To improve my ability to get along
with people

34

35

36

37

39

39 0

O 0
O 0
O 0

O 0

O 0

O 0

New Olen have you token part in each ef the follow-
ing activities or softie** while enrolled at Gadsden
State?

At Least Deify
At two Otwo im Week

At toast Ones Month
Once et Twice Quarter

Once or Twice
Now

College Services

ft A conference with your
faculty advisor about
your educational prog-
ress and plans.

17. The Career Development
Center

16, The Counselors in the
Student Center

19. The Learning Resources
Center ILRC)

20. The College Cafeteria or
Snack Bar

21. The College Bookstore
22. One of the College buses

(for transportation to and
from Gadsden Stat.)

A "a.

40 13

46 0

1 2 3

O 0 0 0 0

O 0000
O 0000
O 0000
O 0000
O 0000O 0000'

College-Sponsored Extra-Curricular Activities

At Least Daily
At Least Once a Week

At Least Once a Month
Once er Twit* a °wader

Once or Twice
Never

23. Student government meet-
ing

24. Intramural athletics
23. Intercollegiate athletics

(as a participant)
26. Intercollegiate athletics

(as a spectator)
27. College-sponsored Club
211. A student publication

(such as The Courier or
Coosada)

29. A college-sponsored cult-
tor& or entertainment
event (a concert, dance,
play, speaker, etc.)

30. Listening to the College
Radio Station (WEXP)

1
0

47 0

API 0

49 0

50 0

51 0
52 0

53 0

"0
Community Activities

31. Civic or charitable organi- 55 0
ration. (Name of organi-
zation:

4
32, Performing (as in plays,

orchestras) Name of
Group:

56 0

I
1111

11 2 4 5

O 0000
O 0000
O 0000
O 0000
O 0000
O 0000

O 0000

O 0000

O 0000

O 0000

How satisfied are you with each ef the following
aspects of Gadsden Stale's programs and services?
(If you have not &Sod a service, please check only the
first column.)

Very Satisfied
Somewhat 'Wished

Dissatisfied
This %Moo Not Avaitoble

Wow Used Ws listvIes."-I
0 t

33. My overall impression of It 0 0
cradsden State

Instruction

34. The overall quality of in-
struction

1200 000

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

Dissatisfied
This Service Net Avallabk

Never Used this Service

35. Availability of needed
courses

36. Convenience of times courses
were offered

37. The accessibility of instrUd.
Ors

38. Reading, writing, tnuth ski!ls
improvements

Academic Advisement - How
satisfied are W-tu iv th advise-
ment you received about-

39. Course requirements and
electives for a Ga dsd en
State degree in your major
field of study.

40. -Academic requirements of
transfer institutions in your
major field.

41. Career opportunities, j ob
openings, and job entry re-
quirements in your major
field.

Student Service's

42. Admissions Office
43. Registration
44. Financial Aid Office
45. Student Employment Services

while attending college
46. Job Placement Office after

college
47. Guidance and Counseling

Setvices
42. Career Development Center
49. Recreation and athletic pro-

grams
50. Infirmary
51. Dormitory
32. College tulturtil & entertain-

ment programs

Learning RIK *VMS Center (LRC)

33. Availability of books, other
materials needed for course
work

34. Assistance provided by LRC
staff

17

fi
3 4

D OD

O DD

D OD

D OD

ie 0

19

D EW

00 DoD

" 0 0 000
21 0 0 0 .0 0
22 0 0 000
2300 000
24 0 D 000
25 0 0 0 0 0
2600 000
27_0 I _0 .00_
2800 000
" 0 000
3000 000

3100 O 00

32 0 0 00D
Continued on reverse side

4 5



VerY Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

Dissatisfied
This Service Nei Ave Mehl*

Newt Wool this Service

College Cafeteria & Snack ear1
D o
D o
D o
D o

0 1

55. Variety of r!ishes
56. Speed of service
57. Convenience of hours
51I. Atmosphere of Cafeteria

College Bookstore

59. Reasonable price
60. Availability of item(s) need-

ed for doss work
61. Speed of service
62. Assistance provided by

Bookstore stuff

Campus Security

63. Your personal safety
64. The security of your personal

property
65. Secwily of your car while

parked on college property
66. Traffic safety on college

property

College Bus Service

67. Accessibility of bus stop
from your home

611. Convenience of bus schedule
to your academic schedule

33

34

35

36

37 D 0
3800
39

40
D o
D o

4

0 0
0

D OD
O DD

O DD
D OD

D OD
O DD

4'00 DOD42 0 0 r--00

"DO ODD
4400 000

45 0 0

4600
D OD

O DD

69. Check the reason or reasons why you are leaving
Gadsden State at this time.
Academie:

(A) Completed program
(B) Transferred to another College or University
JC) Low grades
.(D) Found courses too difficult
IE) Inadequate study techniques or habits
Ili Needed a temporary break horn studies
(G) Major or courses not available at this

school
...(t-4) Unsure of major and needed to leave

school to decide on possible career
Course work not challenging

- Learned what I came to learn
. (K) Dissatisfaction with major department

(4) Dissatisfied with quality of teaching

t

Financial:

Not enough money to go to this school

Applied but could not obtain enough
financial aid

___(0) Child Care not available or too costly

Employment

_(P) Scheduling conflict between job and studies
Accepted a job and did not need more
school

__AR) Went into military service
_(S) Could not find a job while in college

Personal Circumstances:

__IT) Found study too time consuming
__NI Home responsibilities were too great

illness, personal or family
___(W) Personal problems

Fullfilled my personal goals in schooling
_(Y) Marital situation changed my education

plans
_ .(l) Moved out of the area
__(AA) Could not get transportation to the col-

lege
_IBM Other: Describe

looking at the above list in question 69, pleas. select
the three most important reasons why you ore leaving
Gadsden Stat and writ* their lettrs in the boxes
below.

70. Firs

47.48

71. Second [-----
49-50

72. Third

51-52

73. In reflecting upon your experience in your pro-
gram at Gadsden State, would you recommend
it to a fdend or relative who is in a situation
similar to yours?

[_ _()) Definitely Not ._.....(3) Probably Yes

_. .(2) Probably Not __(4) Definitely Yes

74. 54 0 Check here if you would like to receive a
summary report of this survey.

75. Suggestions or comments:

Thanks again for your cooperation. Best of luck in your
future endeavors.

4 't
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Appendix 6

STUDENT FOLLOW-UP
QUESTIONNAIRE

GADSDEN STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE

A message to the former student: The Student
Follow-Up Questionnaire which you are about to
complete is sent to former students of Gadsden
State within a year after the last quarter in which
they were enrolled. The College seeks your frank
opinions about this College as- well as information
about your educational and career progress since
your association with us. This information will be of
great help to the faculty and administration in
finding out how well we have served our students
and how we might improve our services to future
students, Federal law guarantees you complete
confidentiality. The information obtained on this
questionnaire will be used only in summary form for
statistical purposes. After the information is
recorded, all questionnaireS will be destroyed.
Thank you for taking a few minutes to fill out the
questionnaire accurately and completely.

John A. Bora
Director of Planning 8 Resdarch



GADSDEN STATE .1UNIOlt COILIGE
Student Fellow-up Questionnaire

1. Which ene of the following describes your status
when yeu left Geduhrn We*, Check On')
t El I did not receive a degree or cerft!icate from

this college
20 Certificate of less than one year
30 Certificate of one year or more
4 D Associate degree

2. Please write In what your maiet/program was
when you graduated or left Gadsden State.

3. In reflecting upon your experience in your pro-
gram at Gadsden State, would you recommend it
to a friend or relative who is in a situation similar

to yours?

I Yes
i6

2 U No

4. Hove you taken any employment licensing or
certitIcation examinations since leaving Gadsden
State? (Check One)

t n No, I have not takei any exams
2 0 Yes, I hove taken an exam and passed

17 3 11 Yes, I hove taken an exam, but I did not,
pass

to 0 Yes, I have taken an exam, but I do not
know the results yet

5. Have you enrolled in a degree program since you
left Gadsden Stater (Check One)

Yes, but I am no longer enrolled (GO TO
QUESTION 6)

2 0 Yes, and I am still enrolled (GO TO QUES-
TION 6)

3 n NO, I have not enrolled in a degree program
ISKIP TO QUESTION 15)



If you answered YES, pleas. complete questions 6-14
about the first college you attended since graduating
from our school. lryou answered NO, skip to question
15.

6. What is the name and ie.-colon of the first college
or university you attended since leaving Gadsden
State?

NAME) MATO

7. Pleas. writ. In your major/program while attend-
ing the above college or university.

S. To what extent is your current field of study re-
lated to the major/program you were enrolled
in at our college? (Check One)

10 Current field of study is not related to my
molor /program

29 20 Current field of study is somewhat related
to my major/program

30 Current field of study is specifically related
to my major/program

If yew current field of stuey is unrelated to Your
malro/proram a, GSJC, for what reason did you
leave that field el study? (Check Onel

I 0 Did not feel my GSJC preparation was ade-
quate for further study in that field

2 0 Was no longer interested in that field of
.study

30 3 0 Became more interested in another field of
study .

4 0 Was unable to find a program of further
. education in that field of study

so Other (Please explain):

10. What degree were you seeking et this new mile,e
or university? (Check One)

t 0 Associate Degree
2 0 Bachelor** Degree
3 0 Master*: Degree
4 ti Professional Degree (includes only dentistry,

medicine, optometry, osteopathy, podiatry,
veterinary medicine, low and theology)

$ 0 Dodoes Degree (e.g., PH.D., Ed.D., D.B.A.)

11. How well did Gadsden State prepare you for this
IlltW milege/university program? (Check On.)

t 0 Inadequate Preparation

3? 2 0 Fair Preparation
3 0 Good .preparation -

12. Did you hove any difficulty in trensferring when
you enrolled for this nw college/university pro.
gram? law* One/

0 No, I did not experience diffkulty in trans-
33 ferring

2 0 Yes, I experienced difficulty in transferring.
Please briefly indicate the nature of the
difficulty.

13. list below any GSJC courses not accepted for
transfer.

For Office Use

I I_
46 47 40 44 50 ,5!

14. What was your first term grade point average
at this now college tor university?

52

'0 Less than 2.0
2 0 2.0 to 2.5
3 0 2.6 to 3.0
0 3.1 to 3.5

s 0 3.6 to 4.0
6 0 Don't Know

IS. If yew ere planning le centinve your education,
what is your goal? (Check One)

t 0 Dkonot pion to complete a degree or certif.

2 0 Certificate
3 0 Diploma (other than those listed below)

S3 4 0 Associate Degree
$ 0 Bachelor's Degree
6 0 'MOWS Degree
7 0 Professional Degree (includes only dentistry,

medicine, optometry, osteopathy, podiatry,
veterinary medicine, low and ti-r!ogy)

0 Doctor's Degree (e.g., Ph.D., 'Ed.D., 'D.B.A.)

16. Are you interested In taking other courses at
Gehisden Stat.? You may include courses eot
presently offered by our college. (Check One)

0 No
2 U Yesz What course(s)4

17. Are you currently employed? (Check One)

0 Employed full.tirne (35 or more hours per
week)

2 0 Employed port-time (a minimum of 15 hours
per week)

55 3 0 Unemployed ond seeking emplojment
4 0 Homemaker, not employed outside home
s 0 Not employed and not seeking employment
6 0 Full-time student

If you are mployed, either full-time or part-tint,
please complete the following questions about your
employment since leaving Gadsden State.

Plsaiie write in the space below what your current
lob ls: (For example: nurse, welder, secretory, in-
surance salesman)

For Office Us*

19. What was the educational requirement for your
present position? (Check One)

59

%PO!

0 No educational requirement
2 0 High school graduate
3 0 Post high school certificate
4 0 Associate Degree
$ 0 Bachelor's Degree
6 0 Other (Specify).



20. How long after leaving our collo.* did it talto
you to find your curront job? (Check Ono)

I had the job before enrolling at GSJC
2 jj I found The job bef.re leaving GSJC
3 0 2 months or less
4 0 3 to 6 months
5 0 7 months to 1 year
ci jJ Over 1 year

21. How woll do you fool our college prelarod you
for your current job? (Chock Ono)

D Inadequate preparation
6)1 2 0 Fair preparation

3 0 Good preparation

22. Which statemnt best describes how you regard
your current full-timo job? (Check On.)

O Employment with definite career potential
2 0 Employment with possible career potential

[3 Employment to earn .,money while I decide
what kind of work I want

O Temporary employment to earn money to
62 do something else (travel, school, have free

time, etc.)
TeMporary employment until I can find a
job in my field
Temporary employment until I can find
something better

23. How did you learn of this job?,.(Check primary
source)

0 Was already working in it while enrolled
2 0 College placement office
3 fl Professional organization or journal
4 0 Public or private employment agency
s 0 Newspaper advertisement
o 0 Direct application to employer
70 Faculty rdefral
8 0 Referral through friend or relative
90 Other (please specify)

63

24. If your job is full-time, what Is the annual salary

or wog.? $ per prat.

For Office Use Li
64

The information in spresiles 25 I. requested se that
(ISJC can conduct tonfidosttial survey of employers
of former students to learn their views about how we
can improve our program:1 Their rosponses will bo
kept confidential and will b. used only in summary
form for statistical purposes.

25. a. Name of your immediate supervisor

65-90

b Higher title

c Company Name:

1140

29.46

d Company Addresc.
No. 47-64 Street

City State
65.75 76.77

26. To what extent Is your current job relatoci to Om
major/program you were enrolloci in at our col-
lets? (Chock Ono)

t fl Current job is not related to my major/
program

20 2 0 Current job is somewhat related to my major
%program

3 0 Current job is specifically what I wos trained
for in my major/program

If your current job is not relatod te your major/pro-
gram, ploase answor quostions 27-23 to holp us bettor
undrstand why not.

27. Please check from the list Wow tho principal
mason why your cunent fob is not in your major
/program.

ID I never looked for a job related tO my major
/program

20 I looked, but,could not find a job related to
my major/program without moving out of
the geographic anta

O I looked, but could not find a job related to
my major/program even in other geograph-
ic areas

O I have held a job related to my malor/pro-
gram, but decided to get into a new em-
ployment field

U. Ate you willing to novo to 000ther cootoototty
I. get a felt In tho field fur which you wen train-
fed? (Check One)

22[0 Yes
2 No

Sugaestions or Comments;

Thanks again for your cooperation. Gadsden State
wishes you the best of luck either on the job or in
your further educational pursuits.



Appendix 9

Qadsden State Junior College
GEORGE WALLACE DRIVE GADSDEN, ALABAMA 35903

September 15, 1978

39

Gadsden State is participating in what we consider to be one of the most
important and worthwhile joint ventures between local educational insti-
tutions and industry in our memory: a follow-up survey of local students
who have been employed by business and in4ustry in our area. You may
already have heard aboutthis project through the news media.

As the supervisor of one of our former students, you are in an excellent
position to evaluate the education and training received by this student.
This letter is to invite your participation in this project. Wbuld you
kindly take ust five minutes to com lete the enclosed uestionnaire

byhis
no lorlger works for you or/our organization, and return it in the enclosed,
self-addressed, postage-paid envelope within five days. Your responses will
in no way affect the employee and will be kept in strict confidence.

The information which you provide will be summarized and analyzed to help
us to find out how well Gadsden State is preparing its students for employ-
ment, to determine the needs of area employers for particular knowledge,
skills, and attitudes in their employees, and to learn how we cn make our
programs more responsive to the education and training needs of business and
industry.

In order for the results to be valid and meaningful, we need as larkt a
participation by supervisors as possible. Your own participation is extremely
important to us.

Many thanks for helping us to improve the education and training of our young
people.

Siftcerely,

Allan D. Naylor
President

ADN/sp



41.

LBUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE
First Class Permit No. 145, Gadsden, Mabama

ATTN.:
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING II RESEARCH

GADSDEN STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE
100 GEORGE WALLACE DRIVE

GADSDEN, ALABAMA 35903

No
Postage Stomp

Necessary
If Mailed lo the

United States.
-t.,



Appendix 12

RE: Employer Follow-up Survey of Local Students

42

Dear Employer:

Recently a questionnaire was mailed to you asking for your opinion
of the training received by a former student of Gadsden State. Please
make every effort to complete this questionnaire and return it to
Gadsden State as soon as possible. Many thanks for helping us to
improve the education and training of our young people.

Allen D. Naylor
President
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Qadsden State Junior College
GEORGE WALLACE DRIVE GAOSOEN. ALABAMA 35903

October 9 1978
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On September 15th, I asked if you would join us in what we consider to
be one of the most important and worthwhile joint ventures between local
educati,mal institutions and industry in our memory: a follow-up survey
of local students who have been employed by business and industry in our
area. As the supervisor of one of our former students you are in an ex-
cellent position to evaluate the education and training received by the
student named on the enclosed questionnaire.

not
sending a duplicate in hopes that you will take the five minutes neces-

sary to answe the questions concerning the trainin_Lacilys.ijay_thl.E.
former student even if he or s e no lon er works for You or our or aniza-

tion, and return it in the enclosed self-addressed, postage-paid envelope
within five days. Your responses will in no way affect the employee and
will be kept in strict confidence.

The information which you provide will be summarized and anlyzed to help
us find out how well Gadsden State is preparing its students for employ-,

ment, to determine the needs of area employers for particular 'knowledge,

skills, and attitudes in their employees, and ta learn how we can make our
programs more responsive to the education and training needs of business
and industry.

As I mentioned in my earlier letter to you, in order for the results to be

valid and meaningful, we need as large a participation by supervisors as
possible. Your own participation is extremely important to us.

Again, many thanks for helping us to improve the education and training of

our young people.

Sincerely,

(e-C /
Allan D. Naylor
President
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Thank you for completing the Employer Follow-Up Survey regarding a
former Gadsden State student who is employed by you or your business.
The information which you reported will be valuable for future program
evaluation and development. If you desire more specific information
regarding the final report, please contact me at your convenience.
Again, many thanks for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Allan D. Naylor
President

ADN/sp



Recepiionist 237
Secretary 201

Goodyear (Tire Builder) 750
Goodyear (Supervisor) 750

Nurse 075
Nurse Aid 355
L.P.N. 070
Supervisor 075

61erk General 209
Clerk-Stenographer 202
Clerk-Typist 203
General Office Clerk 219

Cashier 211

Teacher Secondary Ed. 091

.Appendix 15

Teacher's Aid 099
Police Chief 375
Police Officer 375

Army 378
(1)

(2)
Real Estate 250

(3)
Engineering 007

(4)
Broadcasting
Radio Announcer 159 (5)
Television Announcer 159

(6)
Counselor 045

(7)

Accountant 160

MLT 078
EMT 079

Court Reporter 202

Computer Operator 213
Computer 018

Bookeeper 210

Fireman 373

Salesperson-General 279

Waitress 311

Cashier 211
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University of Alabama 001051

Jacksonville 001020

AUburn 001009

UAB 001052

UAH 001055

Jefferson St. 001022

Samford 001036

Montevallo 001004

Snead State 001038

Less than $3,000 per year ($1,44 or less)

$3,000-$5,999 per year ($1.45-$2.88)

$6,r000-$7,499 per year ($2.89-$3.60)

$7,500-$9,999 per year ($3.61-54.80)

$10,000-$14,999 per year ($4.81-S7.21)

$15,000-$24,999 per year (7.22-512.01)

$25,000 and above per year ($12.02 or more)

Alabama Technical College 000001

Gadsden Business College 000002

Gadsden State Technical In-
stitute 000003

Holy Name of Jesus Hos-
pital--Nursing Program 000004

Ayers Technical College 000005

Regional Technical Insti-
tute.(RTI)

Other Alabama technical
or proprietary insti-
tutions

Technical or proprietary
institutions outside
Alabama

000006

000007

000008
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Qadsden State Junior College
GEORGE WALLACE OPIVE SA0001EN. ALABAMA 35003

MEMORANDUM
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TO: Mr. Douglas Ponder

FROM: John A. Bers

DATE: September 20, 1978

RE: Data Processing Reortirements for Student Questionnaires

Doug, this memorandum is in response to your request yesterday that

I put down in writing my specific data processing requirements for

the various questionnaires that have been administered in the past

two years.

DATA BASE CONTENTS

Table 1 below describes the student data base which I wnuld like to

work from. Each box contains a number which refers to a note indi-

cating the cur44ent status of the data as well as the desired status.

Table 1

Student ---Exititerrt Ginoyer

Cohort'. Master Student Follow-Up Fo14ow-Up

Data Questionnaire Questionnaire Questionnaire

1976-77
Exiters

1977-78
Exiters

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

lA cohort for a given academic year is defined as. all of the

students who enrolled for credit-bearing course work during that

academic year and did not re-enroll for the following Fall Quarter.

2The Student Master data for the 1976-77 cohorts should in-

clude the entire cohort population. The present tape contains ,

only the student master cards of those who responded to one or the

other of the questionnaires. A problem that will have to be worked

out here is that one cannot determine which cohort a student belongs

to from the Student Master card itself. Somehow the Student Masters

will have to be labeled in order to be placed into the correct cohort.
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Mr. Doug Ponder
September 20, 1978
Page 2

3Exiting Student Questionnaire data for 1976-77 cohort were collected
using an earlier version of the Exiting Student Questionnaire and are not
presently on the tape. It will be necessary to recode this data into the
format of the current version of the Exiting Student Questionnaire. This
should be a very simple matter if SPSS is usedvand I will be happy to assist
you in this task.

4
Student Follow-up Questionnaire data for the 1976-77 cohort are pre-

sently on the tape and appear to be in satisfactory condition.

5
Employer Follow-up Questionnaire data for the 1976-77 cohorts are

presently being collected by the Office of Planning and Research and will
be provided to the Computer,Center for inclusion in the data base by approxi-
mately January 1, 1979. '

6
Student master card data for the 1077-78 cohort should include the

fentire cohort population rather than just those who responded to a question-
naire. Now that Fall, 1978, registration is about finished, it will be
possible to define and include in the tape the entire cohort population.

7Exiting Student Questionnaire data for the 1977-78 cohort is presently
included on the tape. There is one problem with this data as it was entered,
however: the keypunch operator in the Computer Center-punched a "zero" into
all locations in which there was no response. However, questions 9 through
68 curtain a "zero" as one of the response choices. If the zero is left in
for mi:sing values, the result will be to overstate the number of people who
have resp,nded to the zero response choice on the questionnaire; therefore
invalidating L!lc! results. It will be necessary to repunch missing values
using a value other than those assigned to the response choices.

8 ,

Stucient Follow-up data for the 1977-78 cohort will be obtained by the
Office of Planning and Research during the current year and provided to the
Computer Center by approximately February 1, 1979.

9
Employer Follow-up data for the 1977-78 cohorts will be collected by

the Office of Planning and Research and provided to the Computer Center by
approximately May 1, 1979.

OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS

Summary

1. Fr uenc Distributions. Include both -amounts and percentages, for both
cohorts on the following i emi: Student Master data columns 70-74, 85-86;
Exiting Student Questionnaire questions 5, 9 thru 68, and 70 thru 73; Student
Follow-0 Questionnaire questions 8, 12, 13, and 16 thru 31. In order to be
included in the frequency distribution, the following values will have to be
recoded and/or recomputed:
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Mr. Doug Ponder
September 20
Page 3

(a) Birth year (Student Master columns 72-73) should be recomputed

into age. For the 1976-77 cohort age equals 77 minus year of
birth while for the 1977-78,cohort age equals 78 minus year of
birth. The age values should then be temporarily recoded (for
frequency distribution runs only) as follows: lowest through
17 set equal to 1, 18 thru 20 set equal to 2, 21 thru 45 set
equal to 3, 46 thru 64 set equal to.4, 65 thru highest set
equal to 5. Value labels for age should be as follows: 1--

pre-college age, 2--college age, 3--young adu:ts, 4--mature
adults, 5--senior citizens.

(b) A quality point average (QPA) should be computed from quality
. points (Student Master columns 82-84) and hours attempted

(Student Master columns 76-78) according to the following for-
mula: QPA = quality points hours attempted.

(c) Exiting Student Questionnaire question 6 and Follow-up Question-
naire question 23 should be recoded as follows: 000 thru 199
set equal to 1, 200 thru 299 set equal to 2, 300 thru 399 set
equal to 3, 400 thru 499 set equalto 4, 500 thru 599 set equal
to 5, 600 thru 699 set equal to 6, 700 thru 799 equal to 7,
800 thru 899 set equal to 8, 900 thru 999 set equal to 9.
Value labels for these recoded values should be as follows,:
1--professional, t,?.chnical,,and managerial; 2--clerical and
sales; 3--service; 4--agricultural, fishery, forestry; 5--
processing; 6--machine trades; 7--benchwork; 8--structural
work; 9--miscellaneous.

(d) Exiting Student Questionnaire questions 16 thru 32 should be
recoded as follows: set response choice 2 equal to 4, response
choice 3 equal to 14, respone 4 equal to 45, and response choice
5 equal to 153.

(e) Follow-up Questionnaire question 19 should be recoded as follows:
set 1 equal to 1.5, set 2 equal to 2.25, set 3 equal to 2.75,
set 4 equal to 3.25, set 5 equal to 3.75, set 6 equal to MV.

(f) Follow-up Questionnaire questiom27 should be recoded as follows:
set 1 equal to 1500, 2 equal to 4500, 3 equal to 6750, 4 equal
8250, 5 equal to 12,500, 6 equal to 20,000, 7 equal to 30,000.

2. Res onse Bias Anal sis. A set of cross tabulations in which the row vari-
ables are t e stu ent master card data requested above and the column variables
are (1) questionnaire respondents and (2) the total cohort population. A
separate crosstab should be run for 1976-77 cohorts who responded to the Exit-
ing Student Questionnaire, 1976-77 cohorts who respolided to thi Student Follow-

up Questionnaire, and 1977-78 cohorts who responded to the Exiting Student

Questionnaire.
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Mr. Doug Ponder
September 20;1978
Page 4

3. Sub-group Frequency Distributions. A separate frequency distribution

on the same data as covef.ed in Run I above should be run for each major
field of study (Exiting Student Questionnaire question 4), for each division

at the college (divisions are defined as groupings of major fields of study

and will require recoding), and for transfer versus career students (Stu-

dent Master card column 74).

4. Means and Standard Deviations. Should be obtained for the runs described

in items I andA:3 for the following variables:

(a) Age (as recoded from year of birth, Student Master columns 72-73);
.5

(b) Hours Attempted (Student Master columns 76-78);

(c) Hours Earned (Student Master columns 79-81);

(d) Quality point average (as recoded--see'above);

(e) Exiting Student Questionnaire questions 16-32 (as recoded--see

above);

(f) Follow-up Questionnaire question 19 (as recoded--see above);

(g) Follow-up Questionnaire question 27 (as recoded--see above);

Doug, I see no reason for me to personally accompany you or your staff to

Jacksonville to carry out these runs, as I am afraid I would only get in the

way. However, please do not hesitate to call me for any assistance or clari-

fication that I can offer.

DATES OUTPUT REQUIRED

Run 1. Summary Frequency Distributions Sept. 27, 1978

Run 2. Response Bias Analysis Oct..4, 1978

Run 3. Sub-groupd Frequency Distributions Oct. 11, 1978

Run 4 . Means and Standard Deviations Oct. 18, 1978
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DATA

ORIGINATOR: 8/Director of Planning & Research
DISTRIBUTION: i/Ohairperson, Division of Busines

SUBJECT: Summary of Pertinent CommenUby
Employers of Former Business Majors

TS%
FILE:

DATE: If Z§/79

PAGE:

Business Administration

Employer of receptiohist: No suggestions for improvement at this point; XXX was

an excellent employee.

Supervisor of trades helper in nearby army depot: Notes that a much needed arca II

today for effective and efficient operation is good communications. Notes that

the business program at Gadsden State is excellent. However, one area missing
is more study of the psychological side and human relations side of business.

Supervisor of cutting room foreman at out-of-state manufacturing plant: "Business

skill, management, and training programs should have a combined system of study II

with application. Several times study without application in a training program
can result in a return to the books for information. As tne old saying goes,

'Experience is the best teacher.'" Suggests that the college offer a program
for young people which will demonstrate that no matter what onds age etc., he
or she can operate a constructive business on his own.

Supervisor of accounts payable clerk at nearby retail company: "On the job training

is the best teacher. It is impossible to fully train a person from a textbook."
Suggests adding customer communicationwritten, phone, in-person--to the program.

Supervisor of a shipping clerk at a nearby firm: "A course in letter writing
should IA required in all business associate degrees...GSJC appears to have a
good program.'

Supervisor of real estate sales associate in nearby realty company: Suggests

continuing education courses to keep employee's training up-to-date. "The

courses you offer are ample, but I do feel that your instructors should spend

the full two hours in vie classroom so that the'students may learn more.'

Real Estate

Supervisor of secretary in local veterans affairs office: "Ms. XXX's present

position of secretary in the Dept. of Veterar Affairs does not relate to a

great extent to that'of a real estate salesman although due to home loans

being a part of the V.A. program, this course has contributed considerable

knowledge in the field of home loans, various lending agencies, etc. in the
realm of real estate... think they have a very good program at the present
for all ages and walks of employment."

Supervisor of realty firm who attended GSJC: "You should hold a five-day seminar

once a year to bring students up-to-date on laws and new techniques in the field.

Secretarial Science

Supervisor of secretary ai local educational institution: Suggests "a greater

emphasis on English grammar (both written and spoken), punctuation, vocabulary,

sentence,.and spelling. ...Instead of adding programs, existing programs should'

be evaluated for need and, if justified, upgraded.'

Supervisor of secretary in local service center: Suggests traininq doino

business with the public by phone.
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GADSDEN STATE'S EMERGING ROLE:

A COMMUNITY-WIDE POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE

Institutional Study #79-1

Gadsden State Junior College
Office of Planning and Research

John A. Bers, Director

January 26, 1979
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GADSDEN STATE'S EMERGING ROLE:
A COMMUNITY-WIDE POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE

Highlights

A series of student and employer surveys administered by the Office of

Planning and Research, together with data furnished by the Registrar's Office,

suggest that Gadsden State's clientele regard the College in a rather dif-.

ferent light from the picture presented by the College Catalog and other of-

ficial publications.

The surveys were conducted between 1976 and 1978 to determine,the extent

to which the College and its programs and services are achieving their stated

goals and objectives and to learn where improvements should be made.

What emerges from these studies is a student body that simply does not

fit traditional junior tollege categories. Rather, Gadsden State's students

resemble the "new" community college students across the country. Many of

,the students are following the national trend away from the traditional "lock-

step" of two or four consecutive years of college and toward greater integra-

,tion of education and work. Seventy percent are age twenty-one or older.

Forty-three percent hold a full-time job while enrolled, while fully 88%

were either working at or looking for a full-time job within a year after

their last quarter. They are strongly oriented to their community and their

current jobs. Their jobs pay reasonably well--half make over ten thousand

dollars per year at their jobs--and a majority are unwilling to leave their

community to get a job that is more closely related to their field of study.

They use Gadsden State as an educational resource on an intermittent

basis to advance their long-range career or personal development as the con-

straints of job, family, funds, and other commitments permit--while only
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formally graduate with an associate's degree (fairly typice of the nation),

over half (54':;) of those who have exited plan to return to the College in a

future quarter. A large number do not conform to the traditional concept of

the transfer,, \career, or continuing education student. Thirty percent of

those enrolled in career education programs enroll in a baccalaureate pro-

gram within a yeat after leaving the College and another 23% intend to com-

plete a bachelor's ultimately. Conversely, 42% of those enrolled in transfer

programs held a full-time job within a year of leaving, while another 31%

were looking for one.

They are by and large moderately, but not highly satisfied with the

preparation that Gadsden State has given them for work or further education.

Between 80 and 9,T; felt they had achieved t educational goals they had set

for themselves while enrolled at the College. Those who transferred to a

senior institution experienced little or no difficulty in getting their

Gadsden State credits accepted and they performed about as well academically

at the transfer institution as the average junior college transfer student.

Half of those holding jobs and nearly half (461 of those who transferred

considered their GSJC preparation good.

Employers of former GSJC students had a s htly different perspective

on the preparation their employees received at the College. A third rated

their employees' overall preparation very good and another half rated it

good. A substantial majority (77) of employers were moderately or very

satisfied with the former students' technical and personal skills. A sub-

stantial number of employers felt that the College could improve the educa-

tion of its students in such generalized skill areas as problem-solving,

communication, and human relations.
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The detailed results of these studies have been reported to program

administrators to help them ascertain the quality of their programs and

where they can make improvements. In addition, a more in-depth analysis

of the survey results was prepared by the Office of Planning and Research

for distribution to the College's professional staff.

The survey results strongly suggest that Gadsden State is on the right

track for meeting the needs of the large numbers of working adults who are

now enrolling. Year-round instruction, evening courses, off-campus centers,

flexible entry and exit policies', and a variety of supportive programs and

services combine to make postsecondary study accessible to working adults

that otherwise might be beyond their reach. However, the College cannot

rest on its laurels. It must continue to "retool" existing programs and

services to make them still more responsive to the needs of its new clientele.
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Detailed Analysis and Policy Implications

I. The Exiting Student Questionnaire.

The Exiting Student Questionnaire, administered to students shor:tly

before they leave the College (whether or not they plan to return at some

time in the future), is intended to find out whether they have attained

their educational goals, why they are leaving, and how satisfied they are

with the College and its programs and services. Of all the surveys, this

one had the lowest response rate (554 out of 2900 1977-78 exiters or about

20';), but the results are of interest nonetheless.

Goal Attainment--Although only about 10-15% of exiting students

are formally awarded a degree, between 80 and 90% reported that

they had completed their educational goal or goals. Most had

multiple goals; 71% wanted to complete courses necessary to trans-

fer to another institution; a surprising 70% wanted to enrich

their personal life; 66 wanted to prepare for a new career; and

65 wanted to improve their human relations skills.

Reason for LeavingThe most widely reported reason for leaving

(other than completing their program) was to transfer to another

college (33"!,), followed by a wide variety of personal, employment,

and academic reasons. A surprising number simply wanted to take a

temporary break from their s'.udies. Several had schedule conflicts

between work and their studies.

Satisfaction with College--Exiting students' satisfaction with the

College overall was modeately high; 41% were very satisfied and

another 43% were somewhat satisfied. A slightly lower 36% were

very satisfied with the instructional program, with 48% somewhat

-4-
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satisfied. At teast 90% of all the students were at least some-

what satisfied with almost all other programs and services; the

only exception being the price of books in the College Book Store,

something over which the College has little, if any, control.

Finally, over 48% of those exiting reported that they would de-

finitely recommend the College to a friend in a similar situation,

while another 42% would probably recommend it.

Student Fol low-up Questionnaire

The Student Follow-up Questionnaire, administered to former GSJC students

a year after leaving the College, asks about their educational and career pro-

gress since leaving. The elapsed year gives them adequate opportunity to

evaluate their academic preparation in relation to their further educational

and career experience. Of some 2700 students leaving the Ccllege in 1g76-77

for whom valid addresses 1:Nfere available, 1140 (42%) responded to the survey

administered in January, 1978.

Educational Progress since Leaving GSJC--Forty-one percent enrolled

in another degree program since leaving Gadsden State. Not sur-

prisingly, 58% of students enrolled in transfer degree programs

were enrolled in a degree program; more unexpectedly, 3V of stu-

dents enrolled in career education programs were enrolled in a

degree program elsewhere. Of those who were enrolled, 77e1; were

working toward a bachelor's degree, with.12% working toward an

associate's degree. Of the career education students enrolled

elsewhere, 70% were working toward the bachelor s confirming our

career education goal of -Imparting a continuing commitment to
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learning. Still more striking, a majority (53 ) of the former

career education students intend ultimately to complete a bache-

lor's degree or higher.

Success in Transferring Credits--Gadsden State has resolved most

of its articulation problems with senior institutions. Fully

88% of those tranferring elsewhere experienced no difficulty in

transferring. The surveys did not find out how many credit hours

were not transferred, if any, and the reasons they did not teans-

fer. These questions are being explored in the 1978-79 survey.

Satisfaction with_GSJC Preparation for Transfer Institution--Re-

sults here were mixed. Forty-six percent of those who transferred

considered their GSJC preparation good, 45% considered it fair,

and slightly over 8% considered it inadequate. Perhaps some of

our former students are experiencing transfer shock. But the

average first time grade point average (GPA) for those who knew

it was 2 67 (8-), and a separate study by Auburn University re-

vealed that the most recent class of GSJC students transferring

to Auburn had virtually the same GPA as the average junior college

transfer student at Auburn.

Career Progress since Leaving GSJC--The vast majority of our

former students are in the labor force. Fifty-four percent had

a full-time job a year after leaving GSJC while another 34% were

looking for one. This is true of former transfer students as

well as career education students; 42% of the former transfer

students were employed full-time and another 31% were on the,

job market. This is another indication that GSJC is following
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the national trend away from the "lock-step" of four consecutive

years of college and toward greater integration of work with edu-

cation.

Those holding jobs regard their jobs favorably. Forty-four per-

cent considered their job to have definite career potential, while

another 26% felt their job had possible career potential. On the

other hand, fewer than a quarter (22%) reported that their job

was specifically related to their GSJC major, with another 28%

considering it somewhat related. And those whose job was unre-

lated to their major did not seem too anxious to get back into

their GSJC field. Only 29% had actually looked for a job in

their field, while fewer than half (48%) expressed willingness to

move to another community to get a job in their field. Career

education students were even more reluctant than transfer students

to move. A very substantial majority df jobholders (79%) were

already wol;king at their job before leaving Gadsden State. Over

half (51%) the jobholders were making over ten thousand dollars

per year; another 32% were making between six and ten thousand;

157-; were making more than fifteen thousand. This pattern held

for transfer and career education students alike. These results

suggest the strong ties that many of our students have to their

community and their jobs. GSJC is viewed as a resource for long-

term occupational and personal advancement rather than a separate

and distinct experience.

Satisfaction with GSJC Preparation for Jobs-.-Half the jobholders

felt GSJC had given them good preparation for their jobs; another
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31% considered their preparation fair; and 19% considered it in-

adequate. The quality of GSJC Preparation for work was explored

in greater detail in the employer follow-up survey, as reported

below.

III. Employer Follow-uplluestionnaire

The students themselves are sometimes not the best judges of their job

performance or their preparation for the job. To obtain a different, per-

haps more informed appraisal, a separate questionnaire was administered to

the employers of the former students. Of 566 "7,uestionnaires mailed out, 39

(7%) were undeliverable, 400 (71%) were returned, and 372 (66%) were usable.

Evaluation of Personal Skills--Employers were asked to rate how

well qualified the employee (former student) is on ten personal

skills areas. Thete areas consisted of accepting responsibility,

punctuality, personal initiative, willingness to learn, co-worker

and management cooperation, work attendance and attitude, per-

sonal appearance, and compliance with policies. At least 87''.; of

the employers rated the former students good or very good. Highest

marks (53% very good) were given for willingness to learn and work

attendance, while lowest marks went to personal initiative (only

38% very good).

Evaluation of Technical SkillsEleven technical skill areas were

rated by the employers including mathematical skills, technical

knowledge, organizational ability, communication skills, problem

solving skills, work quality and quantity, manual dexterity, meeting''

the public, following instructions, and operating equipment.
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The former students' technical skills were rated slightly

lower than personal skills. In all eleven skills areas, at least

TrZ of the employers rated their employees' qualificetions "good"

or "very good". However, in contrast with the personal skill

ratings, technical skills were rated "good" considerably more

often than "very good". "Following instructions" and "work

quality" were given highest marks, with 44% of the employers

giving "very good" ratings, followed by "meeting the public",

with 42% checking "very good". At the bottom of the list were

problem-solving skills (27 rated "very good"), organizational

ability (28% "very good"), communication skills (28% "very good"),

and mathematical skills (30?', "very good"). These relatively low

scores lend justification to the College's priority efforts in

developmental studies.

Career education majors rated about the sam: as transfer

program students in most categories, but fared notably less well

in mathematical skills (26 "very good" for career students vs.

37'; "very good" for transfer students), organizational skills

'25Z vs'. 36-4 "very good") problem-solving skills (25 vs.

"very good") and work quality (40% vs. 54% "very good").

Overall Evaluation by Employers--Employers 4ere also asked for

an overall rating of the training their employees received as

it relates to their job. A third rated it "very good" while

about a half rated it "good". The transfer students were given

better marks for overall training than the career program stu-

dents (40 rated "very good" vs. 31Z
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A majority of the employers (62%) felt that the former stu-

dents' training had added to their ability for job placement and

advancement, and an even larger majority (71%) felt that the for-

mer students were better prepared for their job than employees

without such training.

Employers' Suggestions for Program Improvement--Employers were

asked to suggest improvements that the College could make in the

technical or personal skills of future employees. In many in-

stances the students were working in fields unrelated to their

field of study of GSJC. In these cases, comments about defi-

ciencies in specific job-related skills were not relevant. But

a number of more general observations were widely shared.

The most widely made comment concerned the need for more

job-related or on-the-job training. The transition.from the

academic environment to the work environment in general seems

to be a difficult one for a number of students. Several em-

ployers felt that simply more time on the job would solve this

problem. Toe implication for the College is that opportunities

for cooperative work internships and other means of exposing

students to the working environment should be expanded.

Many of the comments dealt with generalized work-related

skills rather than with specific academic or technical skills.

The most frequently noted deficiencies were in the areas of

initiative, problem-solving, communication skills, and on-the-

job human'relations with customers, co-workers, and supervisors.

These are the kinds of skills that can "slip through the cracks"
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in a curriculum that is divided up according to subject-matter

areas. There are ways to teach them, however, and perhaps the

subject matter specialists at the College should look into ways

of incorporating them into the curriculum.
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Policy Implications

Gadsden State appears to be on the right track for meeting the needs of

its "new" student& Year-round instruction, the Evening Collge off-campus

centers, extended cafeteria h6urs, financial aid programs, remedial studies,

and flexible entry and exit policies are making programs accessible to older

workind people that otherwise might be beyond their reach.

The results suggest that some further "retooling" of existing programs

and services may be in order:

(1) Curriculum revision: The deficiencies noted by the employers of

former students in certain generalized world-of-work skills, including com-

munication, problem-solving, initiative, and human relations, could be at-

tacked through further emphasis of these areas in the existing courses or

possibly through additional courses.

(2) Cooperative work-education programs: The "shock" experienced by

students in moving from the academic environment to the world of work, as

reported by employers might be offset through the expansion of cooperative

internship offerings and other arrangements that expose the student to the

work environment while enrolled at the College.

(3) Career development: There does not seem to be a very good fit

between the jobs held by students after leaving the College and the fields

of study they pursued while enrolled. This is not necessarily a negative

reflection on the College; students are free to enroll in the programs of

their choice, with few exceptions. However, if students are better informed

about careers and have carefully defined their career goals through,the use

of t6e advisement and career development services, many of them might choose

a course of study at the College that is more consistent with their present

or future careers.

-127s'i)
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(4) Advisement: A large Timber of students attend the College inter

mittently and without intending to complete an associate's degree. For these

students, the advisement process should be focused on developing an individual

educational plan based on their occupational, educational,sand personal goals

and' the constraints imposed by career, family., finances, P revious education,

etc.

(5) Student and program evaluation: For the large number of students

4hose goal is something short of an associate.' s degree, such traditional measures

of student r, program performance as (Agrees awarded are meaningless. For

this large prOportion of the student body, student or program performance can

only be captured by assessino the extent to which these students have

achieved the goals contained in their individual educational plans (see 4

above). For these students, carefully defined criteria for mastery of in-

dividual courses provide a more meaningful measure of their educational pro-

gress than completion of a Drogram of study that was designed years before

they arrived.

-13-
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OPERATIONAL DATA

ORIGINATOR: 8/Director of Planning & Research
CISTRIBLITION: W/Ail Planning Book Holders

A SUBJECT: 1977-78 Achievement of Institutional
Goals.

Institutional Goal 1: Student Educational Development

1.01-1.04 Educational Goal Attainment

67

TIOS R PLACES

15) 1.001 103
DATE: 10/9/78
PAGE: Of

1.01 Achievement of Educational Goals

Goal

Number
Having
Goal

Number
Achieving

Goal

Number
Achieving

Goal

Complete courses needed to transfer 322 767 83%

Discover vocational interest' 229 184 80%

Prepare for new career 302 251 83%

Improve skills foc,o resent job 187 159 85;

Increase chances for raise 150 122 81%

Enrich personal life 317 281 89%

Improve ability to get along with others 295 265 90%

ALL GOALS 1,802 1,529 85%

Source: Respondents to Exiting Student Questionhlire, 1977-78, cuestions 9-15.

1.02 Completion of Degree Requiremen s

Degree Status When Left

No Degree
Less than onc year
One year or more
Associate Degree
No Response

TOTAL

Actual Planned

Number Percent Percent

759 71.3

60 5.6
44 4.1

202 19.0
45 Missing

1,110 100.01

Source: Student Follow-up Questionnaire, 1977-78, question 3.

4 ,

1.03 Course Completion Rate by Non-degree Seekers. Information not ava tab;e.

C lumns may not total to 100.0 dua to rounding.
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OPERATIONAL DATA

FILE:ORIGINATOR: B/Director of Planning & REsearch
DISTRIBUTION: W/All Planning Book Holders DATE

SUBJeCT: 1977-78 Achievement of Institutional PAGE!

Goals

1,04 Willingness to Recommend GSJC to Others

68

T141 qEPtACtS

103.001 ;03
10,9/78 gt9178 -.

2 otr _5_2. :a92___

Number Percent

Definitely Not 13 3.1

Probably Not 29 6.9
Probably Yes 175 41.8
Definitely Yes 202 48.2

TOTAL 419 100.01

Source: Exiting Student Questionnaire, 77-73, question 73.

1. 5-1.08 Transfer Performance Indicators

1.05 Rate of Transfer to Senior Institutions

Enrollment Status Number Percent

Enrolled in another degree program 437 40.7
Did not enroll in another degree program 637 59.3
No response 36 Missing

TOTAL 1,110 100.01

Degree Sought Number Percent

Associates'Degree 53 11.8
Bachelors Degree 344 76.6
Masters Degree 26 5.8
Professional Degree 22 4.9

Doctors Degree 4 0.9
No Response 661 Missina

._

TOTAL 110 100.01

Source: Student Follow-up Questionnaire, 1977-78, questions 13 and 16.

100lomns may not total to 100.0 due to roundinq.
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OPERATIONAL DATA

ORIGINATOR: 8/Director of Planning & Research ntE:

DISTRIBUTION: W/All Planning Book Holders DATE:

SUBJECT: 1977-78 Achievement of Institutional PAGE:

Goals

.06

69

Success in Transferring Credit

Number

Had no difficulty transferring credit 386

Sad difficulty 55

Miscoded 4

No Response 665

TOTAL 1,110

Source: Student Follow-up Questionnaire, 1977-78, question 18.

1.07 Satisfaction with GS,'C Preparation for Senior Institution

Percent

86.7
12.4
0.8

Ilissing

100.01

Actual. Planned

Number Percent Percent

207
2 0.4

No response

45.9

Miscoded

Inadequate preparation 38 8.4

Fair Preparation 204 45.2

Good Preparation

659 Aissind

TOTAL 1,110 100.01

Source: Student Follow-up Questionnaire, 1977-78, question 17.

1.08 Academic Standing at Senior Institution

First Term Grade Paint Average Number Percent Planned

Less than 2.0 64 14.3 /-

2.0 to 2.5 80 14.9

2.6 to 3.0 72 16.1

3.1 to 3.5 41

3.6 to 4.0 58 12.9

Do not know 133 29.7

go response 662 Missing

TOTAL 1,110 100.01

Source: Student Fol w uo Questionnaire, 1977-78, question 19.

1

1Columns may not total to 100.0 due to rounding.
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OPERATIONAL DATA

ORIGINATOR: 8/Director of Planning & Research
DISTRIBUTION: W/A11 Planning Book Holders
SUBJECT: 1977-78 Achievement of Institutional

Goals

1.09-1.13 Occupational Performance Indicators

FILE:

DATE:
PAGE:

1.09 Success at Occupational Certification Examinations

Sour

Did not take examination
Took - Passed
Took - Did not pass
Took - No results yet
No Response

TOTAL

70

THIS RilitACES

lea.011.
10/9/7R
4 Of 6

UN?'
_40193L-ir

Actual Planned
Number Perccnt Percent

928 85.9 65% of
112 10.4 those attempting
22 2.0 would pass in 3
18 1.7 attempts
30 Missing

1,110 100.01

Student Follow-up Questionnaire, 1977-78, question 12.

1.10 Success at Getting Job in Major Field

Have job?

Yes
No-am not looking
No-am looking
Miscoded
No response

TOTAL

Number Percent

567 53.6
361 34.1

127 12.0
3 0.3

52 Missing

1,110 100.01

Note: 79.2% of jobholders report holding that job before coming to GSJC.

How Student Regards Job Number Percent

Definite career potential 255 43.7
Possible career potential 151 25.9
Deciding on kind of work 64 11.0
To make money for something

else 42 7.2
Looking for job in field 26 4.5
Looking for better job 45 7.7
No response 527 Missing

TOTAL 110 100.0 1

-Columns may not total to 100.0 due to rounding.
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OPERATIONAL DATA

ORIGINATOR: 84/Director of Planning & Research

DISTRIBUTION: W/All Planning Book Holders

SUBJECT: 1977-78 Achievement of Institutional
Goals

Relation to Job to GSJC Program Number

Not related 288
Somewnat related 167

ipecifically related 132

Miscoded 2

No response 521

TOTAL 1,110

FILE:

DATE:
PAGE:

71

Percent

48.9
28.4
22.4
0.3

Missing

100.01

Source: Student Fol low-up Questionnaire, 1977-78, questions 22, 24, 28, and 29.

1.11 Satisfaction with GSJC Preparation for Job.

Actual Planned

Preparation was Number Percent Percent

Inadequate
Fair
Good
Miscoded
No Response

TOTAL

92 13.7

150 30.5
242 49.3 80%

7 1.4
619 Missing

110 100.01

Source: Student Follow-up Questionnaire, 1977-78, question 26.

1.12 Sati,action of Supervisor with GSJC Prepara ion for Job. Information not

available.

1 13 Willingness of Supervisor to Employ Other GSJC Graduates. Information not

available.

ir 1Columns may not tot-1 to 100.0 due to rounding.
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OPERATIONAL DATA

ORIGINATOR: .8/Director of Planning & Research

DISTRIBUTION: W/All Planning Book Holders

SU BJECT: 1977-78 Achievement of Institutional
Goals

79

FILE:

DATE:

PAGE:

This
103.0o1
1019/78

O F6 6

REKASES

3.

V.9.471-

Institutional Goal 2: Student Personal Development

2.01 Ability to Formulate Career & Educational Plans

Of 229 respondents who listed as a pal "Discovering my Vocational Interest",
184, or 80%, reported achieving it.4

No./, identifying long-range career goal: information not presently available.

Of the 111Q respondents, 1017, or 91.64 identified the highest degree they plan
to attain.

No.1% identifying long-range field of study: information not presently available

Institutional Goal 3 Community Development

3.01 Student Participation in College-sponsored Event

Number Percent

Never/No Response 293 64.1
Once or Twice 102 22.3
Once or Twice per quarter 37 8.1

At least once per month 25 5.5

TOTAL 457 100.0'

Columns may not total to 100.0 due to rounding.

2Source: Exiting Student Questionnaire, 1977-78.

3Source: Student Follow-up Que-tionnaire, 1977-78.

S
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Qadsden State Junior College
GEORGE WALLACE DRIVE GADSDEN. ALABAMA 35903

MEMORANDUM

74

TO: Former GSJC Students requesting results of Student Question-
naire

FROM: John A. Bers
Director of P anning & Research

DATE: January 30, 1979

Last year you completed a questionnaire for the College shortly before

leaving and asked that a copy of the results be sent to you. I am

pleased to send you the enclosed Highlights of the study of which tne

Exiting Student Questionnaire was a part. I thought you might find

the results interesting.

Many thanks for helping the College with this study.
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Qadsden State Junior College
GEORGE WALLACE ORIN/PE GAOSOEN. ALABAMA 35903

MEMORANDUM

TO: GSJC Faculty and Administration

FROM: JOhn A. Bers
Director of Planning & Resear6

Q14

DATE: January 29, 1979

RE: Institutional Study #79-1

73

Attached you will find one of the fruits of a cooperative endeavor ex-
tending over at least a No year period: A summary, analysis, and im-
plications of the student and employer follow-up questionnaires that
have been administered in the past two years. The results provide us
a unique picture of Gadsden State as our "clients" see us, and I think
you will find it fascinating.

want to express my appreciation to all those who contributed time
and effort to this project: the faculty members who administered the
questionnaires, the students and employers who took the time to fill
them out and in many cases to offer valuable additional comments,
the Computer Center for many hours of programming, key punching, abd
processing, and finally--and especially--my secretary, Ms. Susan Pate,
for the untold hours of formating, labeling stuffing, logging, and
typing that this project entailed.

(1-
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Qadsden State Junior College
GEORGE WALLACE DRIVE GADSDEN. ALABAMA "3S9O3

MEMORANDUM

TO: Employers Responding to GSJC Employer Follow-up Questionnaire

FROM: John A. Betts'
Director. of Nanning & Research

r--

RE: Highlights of Survey Results

DATE: January 30, 1979

I want to thank all of you who took the time'to cOmplete an Employer

Follow-up Questionnaire last October and November. The results have

been analyzed and reported to professional staff and program adminis-

trators throughout the College for use in evaluating and improving

their programs. I especially want to thank those of you who offered

additional comments on the questionnaires; they proved especially

valuable.

I thought you might be interested in how the results looked, so I am

enclosing a copy of the Highlights of the study of which the Employer

Follow-up Questionnaire was a part.

, Again, many thanks for your participation in this project.

C k!.11'f)IINIA

r t,!t: {qt.

900210
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